
TWELVE YEAR PROTECTION



Ultimate™, as its name suggests, delivers the definitive 
durable finish without compromising looks or the 
environment, which is why it is proving a popular choice 
with architects and specifiers requiring a high performing 
product.  

Formulated for durability, this technically superb exterior wood stain boasts a 

maintenance cycle of 12 years, while ensuring the same integrity and lustre 

throughout its long life. 

Its advanced waterbourne system and exceptionally low Volatile Organic 

Compound (VOC) rating – the lowest of any stain available on the market today 

– means the impact on the environment is minimal, both immediate and over the 

long term. The ultra low VOC rating also makes Ultimate one of the safest stains 

available; air quality is preserved and incidents of eye and respiratory irritation, 

caused by exposure to fumes, is virtually non-existent.

Architects will appreciate the versatile colour palette, incorporating both 

traditional and contemporary hues and offering inspirational and dynamic colour 

choices. From subtle tones to bright and bold contemporary colours, the palette 

offers the ultimate in creative freedom.

Tough, durable and beautiful, Ultimate™ is a natural choice for architects or 

anyone who wants lasting performance without compromise. 

The most technically advanced exterior 
wood stain in its class

Ultimate™ Professional 
Exterior Wood Stain

Exterior Joinery – new woodwork, pressure 

impregnated timber and previously painted 

woodwork. 

Drying Times at +23 °C

Touch dry: 2h

Recoatable: 8h, but dependent on 

temperature and humidity this can be less

Coverage

Sawn timber: 7-10m2/litre

Planed timber: 10-12m2/litre

Maintenance Cycle

Up to 12 years provided application is in 

accordance with our guidance.

Application method

Brush, roller or airless spray.

Sizes

1l, 3l and 10l cans





Demidekk Ultimate Windows and Doors is a waterborne 
exterior wood protection coating with very good colour 
stability and long maintenance cycles. Especially suited 
for smooth woodwork such as windows, doors, window 
frames, guttering, and other outdoor details. 

The product contains film preserving agents, which combat surface fungi build-

up on the substrate. Use as a system together with Visir Primer products.

Easy to apply with a long-lasting colour and shine. Good adhesive properties. 

Demidekk Ultimate Windows and Doors may be used on new woodwork and 

previously painted and stained woods as well as pressure impregnated wood. The 

product may also be used as a topcoat for plastic and metal objects if used with a 

suitable primer. 

The most environmentally friendly 
exterior wood stain in its class

Ultimate™ 
Windows and Doors

Exterior Joinery – new woodwork, pressure 

impregnated timber and previously painted 

woodwork. 

Drying Times at +23 °C

Touch dry: 2h

Recoatable: 4h

Coverage

Sawn timber: 6-9m2/litre

Planed timber: 10-12m2/litre

Maintenance Cycle

Up to 12 years provided application is in 

accordance with our guidance.

Application method

Brush, roller or airless spray.

Sizes

1l and 3l cans





Jotun Paints (Europe) Ltd 
Stather Road
Flixborough, Scunthorpe 
North Lincolnshire 
DN15 8RR

Jotun Decorative Orders  
and Customer Services 
Telephone: +44 (0)1724 400 000
Fax: +44 (0)1724 400 130
Email: deco.uk@jotun.co.uk

Our paints comply with European 
Commission VOC product directive 
2004/42/CE, which limits the VOC content 
of paints. Our water based paints already 
comply with the 2010 limits set by the EU.


